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Itsy Bitsy Spider or Incy Wincy Spider is a modern nursery rhyme that is very popular among children. The origin of this song is unknown. It was first published in 1920, more like an adult song in Camp and Camino in Lower California with the words blooming, bloody instead of itsy bitsy. The actual version of Itsy Bitsy Spider was later
printed in 1947 by the California Folklore Society in the Western folklore collection. It appeared as a nursery rhyme in 1948 in American Folk Songs for Children a collection by Mike and Peggy Seeger and in 1955 in Maxwell's book Slutz Stewart The Growing Family: A Guide for Parents. Itsy Bitsy Spider Finger Play Itsy Bitsy Spider, more
often recited than sung, is a game of children's finger game. She tells the adventures of a Spider, called Itsy Bitsy (or Incy Wincy - more popular in England), that happens up and down, and up again, as the weather is chaining. Children have to imitate his movements while singing the song, a very fun activity, useful to improve his manual
dexterity. Rima has several supported versions after follows: Itsy Bitsy Spider Lyrics Itsy bitsy spider dragged up the mouth of the water drain. Down came the rain, and washed the spider. Out came the sun, and dried all the rain, and the bitsy itsy spider went up the drain againIn other versions, dragged is replaced by climbing or went Incy
Wincy spider climbing up the drain. Down came the rain, and washed poor Incy out. The sun came up and all the rain dried up and the Incy Wincy spider climbed again. Nursery rhyme This article is about the nursery rhyme. For other uses, see Itsy Bitsy Spider (disambiguation). Play media Itsy Bitsy Spider singing game Itsy Bitsy Spider
(also known as Incy Wincy Spider in Australia[1] and UK,[2] and several other similar sounding names) is a popular nursery rhyme and fingerplay that describes the adventures of a spider as it climbs, descends, and refakes downspout or waterspout of a gutter system (or , alternatively, the drain of a kettle or outdoor tank). It is usually
accompanied by a sequence of gestures that mimic the words of the song. Its Roud Folk Song Index number is 11586. Lyrics A commonly used version uses these words and gestures:[3] Words Fingerplay The bitsy spider has climbed on the water. Downstairs came the rain and washed the spider. The sun came out and all the rain dried
up and the itsy bitsy spider climbed back down the drain. Alternately tap the thumb of one hand to the index finger of the other. Hold both hands up and wiggle your fingers as your hands are lowered. Sweep your hands from side to side. Raise both hands and sweep to the sides to form semicircle like the sun. Wiggle your fingers up. (As in
the first line) There are other versions. Song Song Sources be found in publications, including an alternative version in the book, Camp and Camino in Lower California (1910),[4] where it was referred to as [classic] Spider Song. [5] It seems to be a different version of this song using blooming, bloody instead of itsy bitsy. It was later
published in one of its modern versions of Western Folklore by the California Folklore Society (1948),[6] Mike and Peggy Seeger, American Folk Songs for Children (1948). [7] The lyrics described in 1910 as being from the classic Spider Song:[5] Oh, the flowering and bloody spider climbed on the spider web, the blooming, bloody rain
descended and washed the spider, the flowering and bloody sun came out and dried up all the rain, and the flowering and bloody spider came back on the canvas. The song is sung by and for children in countless languages and cultures. It is similar to the songs of children's songs Auf der Mauer, auf der Lauer and Spannelanger Hansel
in German-speaking countries. Records This article needs additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-exturse materials may be challenged and disposed of. Find sources: Itsy Bitsy Spider - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (February 2019) (Learn when to
remove this template message) The popular nursery rhyme has been covered and sampled several times. 1980: Patsy Biscoe (as Incy Wincy Spider) CD: 50 Favorite Nursery Rhymes Vol. 1 also available as 3-CD set 150 Favorite Nursery Rhymes[8] 1987: Carly Simon on the album Coming Around Again 1988: Carly Simon on the album
Greatest Hits Live 1989: Nicole Kidman on the soundtrack Dead Calm (as Incy Wincy) 1991: Little Richard on Disney CD for Our Kids , for the benefit of the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation. 1995: Danish-Norwegian pop band Aqua, then known as the original joyspeed, released a single only Itsy Bitsy Spider. 2002: The Mars
Volta tasted the rhyme of The Eunuch Provocateur from their extended piece Tremulant. 2002: Raffi sang this song on his album Let's Play adding an additional verse. 2002: Joey DeLuxe during the credits of Eight Legged Freaks 2006: EliZe feat. Jay Colin released Itsy Bitsy Spider on the album In Control. 2013: Madiar Bahari's
company Off-Centre Productions created an animated version of the song with an animated mouse character called Journo. [9] In popular cinema culture In Jordan Peele's film, the young girl, Adelaide Wilson, begins whistling Itsy Bitsy Spider when she is in the fun house in front of the mirror room. Her double, Red, starts whistling the
same song just before she sees herself for the first time. All doppelgängers were underground waiting for their opportunity to go above ground, or up waterspout, Red is the one who drives them up waterspout. It is one of the main musical themes in the 2006 horror film Séance. It was mentioned in two Spider-Man films: in 2002, by Willem
Dafoe as Green Goblin in Spider-Man and in 2014 by Jamie Foxx as Electro in The Amazing Spider-Man 2. Television Bart Simpson sang the rhyme in the tenth episode of season four of The Simpsons, Lisa's First Word. It was featured in the Dora Explorer children's program and in the South Park episode Something You Can Do With
Your Finger. A child singing the rhyme twice can be heard in the opening of the episode Criminal Minds, Gatekeeper. In the Netflix adaptation of Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfor Unfortunate Events, in the middle of Slippery Slope, Part 1, during the scene in which Baudelaires escapes the Snow Scouts, Lemony Snicket tells viewers to
send the stage to the song, knowing they taught it as a child. References ^ Watervale Notes. The North Argus. Clare, South Australia: National Library of Australia. December 21, 1944. p. 7. July 23, 2014. ^ BBC – School Radio – Nursery songs and rhymes – Nursery rhymes and songs: Incy wincy spider. 2018-01-04. ^ Words to The Itsy
Bitsy Spider. www.datsplat.com. ^ North 1910. ^ a b North 1910, pp. 279–280. ^ Hansen, Marian. Children's Rhymes Accompanied by Gests,Vol. 7, No. 1, p. 53 ^ Vaughan Williams Memorial Library Search Online Archived 2013-03-15 at Wayback Machine, taken over August 19, 2010. ^ Biscoe, Patsy (1980), Patsy Biscoe's 50 Favorite
Rhymes, Rigby, ISBN 978-0-7270-1366-8 ^ Itsy Bitsy Spider, Off-Centre Kids Productions on YouTube Sources North, Arthur Walbridge (1910). Camp and Camino in Lower California. New York: Baker &amp; Taylor Company. pp. 279–280. OL 7019377M. CS1 main: ref = harv (link) See also list of nursery rhymes taken from Itsy Bitsy
Spider Print these itsy bitsy lyrics went up the mouth of the water drain Down came the rain and washed the spider out came the sun and dried all the rain Now, itsy bitsy spider went up the drain mouth again Repeat Singing a nursery rhyme is a great way to tie up with the little one. Have a go to the song and watch the video below. Incy
Wincy spider climbing up to spoutDown came rain and washed the spider outOut came the sun and dried all the rainAnd Incy Wincy spider climbed the mouth of the drain again Incy wincy spider climbed on the waterspout, down came the rain and washed the spider out, out came the sun and dried all the rain, so Incy Wincy climbed the
spider up the drain mouth again. Incy wincy spider climbed on the waterspout, down came the rain and washed the spider out, the sun came out and dried all the rain, so the wincy Incy spider climbed on its mouth drain again. Incy wincy spider climbed climbed waterspout,Down came the rain and washed the spider out,Out came the sun
and dried all the rain,So, Spider Wincy Incy climbed on the drain again. Incy wincy spider climbed on the waterspout, down came the rain and washed the spider out, the sun came out and dried all the rain, so the wincy Incy spider climbed on the drain again. Itsy Bitsy Spider, or alternative Lycy Wincy Spider, has long been a favorite
among children. The origin of the song is unknown, but it was first published in 1920 as an adult song. It wasn't until 1947-1948, when Itsy Bitsy Spider made its first appearance as a nursery rhyme. It has remained basque unchanged since then, and children and adults of all ages have enjoyed this rhyme of finger play. Itsy bitsy
spiderCstepped up the waterspoutDown came rainAnd washed the spider outOut came the sunAnd dried all rainAnd itsy bitsy spiderCstepped up the mouth again itsy bitsy spiderCrimed up the kitchen wallSwoosh! went fanAnd did spider fallOff went fanStop blowingOry bitsy spiderBack up the wall went itsy bitsy spiderClimes up yellow
pailIn came a mouseAnd fliked her tailDown fell spiderThe mouse ran on doorThen itsy bitsy spiderCstepped up the bucket once again bitsy spiderCleavagered up rocking up a cat and beat it in airDown plopped catAnd when it was asleepThe itsy bitsy spiderBack up the flesh did creep the itsy bitsy spiderCstepped up the maple treeShe
slipped on some dewAnd landed next to meOut came the sunAnd when the tree was dryThe itsy bitsy spiderGave it a more try its bitsy spiderClimped up without a stopShe say a silky canvasDapt to very topShe wove and she was doneThe bitsy spiderRested in the sun
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